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Abstract Based on the most recent QSO ultraviolet spectra, the covering factor of the clouds of the Broad Line
Region (BLR) is about 30%, or larger. This value would imply that in at least 30% of the QSOs our line of
sight crosses one, or more, BLR clouds and, in the latter case, the UV spectrum should show a sharp Ly-edge
in absorption. This Ly-edge in absorption is never observed. This paradox is solved if, as suggested by various
authors, the BLR is flattened and the dusty gas in the outer parts, on the same plane, prevents the observation
along the lines of sight passing through the BLR clouds. The objects observed edge-on (with respect to the
flattened BLR) would be classified as obscured QSOs or, within the framework of the unified model, type 2
QSOs. The covering factor of the BLR constrains the fraction of obscured QSOs to be QSO2/QSO1 > 0.5. This
lower limit is already high with respect to the number of candidate type 2 QSOs claimed so far. We discuss this
constraint in relation to recent AGN surveys.
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1. Introduction
The existence of obscured QSOs, or type 2 QSOs, has been
a hotly debated issue since the formulation of the first uni-
fied theories. While the relation between Seyfert 1s and
their obscured counterparts, the Seyfert 2s, has been thor-
oughly assessed, at higher luminosities (Lbol > 10
45erg
s−1) we are still at the stage of questioning whether a sig-
nificant population of the obscured counterparts of QSOs
exist or not. Only for the sub-class of radio-loud QSOs
a population of obscured counterparts was identified (the
narrow line radio galaxies). Yet, radio-loud AGNs are only
a minor fraction of the whole AGN population. Among
radio-quiet AGNs there are only a few cases of candidate
type 2 QSOs. Most of the ultraluminous infrared galaxies
(ULIRGs, which are among the best candidates to host
hidden QSOs) appear mostly powered by starburst activ-
ity, while evidences for a hidden AGN is only found on the
high luminosity tail of this population (Lutz et al. 1998,
Evans et al. 1998, Murphy et al. 2001, Veilleux et al. 1999,
Genzel et al. 1998). Also, even in those ULIRGs showing
evidence for a hidden AGNs, its contribution to the bolo-
metric luminosity is not well constrained, except for a few
cases (eg. Franceschini et al. 2000). For what concerns sur-
veys in the hard X-rays, which should be less affected by
obscuration than optical and soft X-ray surveys, only two
cases of type 2 QSO have been identified (Norman et al.
2001, Crawford et al. 2001).
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While the evidence for a “classical” population of type
2 QSOs is marginal, a population of broad-line QSOs
whose continuum is redder than classical color-selected
AGNs was found in radio and X-ray surveys (Webster et
al. 1995, Kim & Elvis 1999, Fiore et al. 1999, Risaliti et
al. 20001, Maiolino et al. 2000). Although in some of these
objects the red continuum is ascribed to the contribution
from the host galaxy or to synchrotron emission (espe-
cially for the radio-loud objects), there is evidence that
in several of them dust reddening and extinction play a
major role.
In this paper we demonstrate that evidence for the
existence of a large population of optically obscured QSOs
is inferred, ironically, by the UV spectra of unobscured
QSOs.
2. The covering factor of the BLR
The covering factor of the BLR has been discussed by sev-
eral authors in the past, based on the comparison between
the hydrogen recombination lines and the slope of the
optical-UV continuum extrapolated beyond the Ly-edge
or by using models for the shape of the ionizing contin-
uum. By using the Lyα as a photon counter it was found
that the covering factor is between 5% and 10% (eg. Oke
& Korycansky 1982, Carswell & Ferland 1988). By using
the EW of Hβ Binette et al. (1993) derived an even higher
covering factor (∼40%).
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Recent UV spectra of QSOs have shown that the frac-
tion of ionizing photons is significantly lower than esti-
mated in the past. Zheng et al. (1997, hereafter Z97) have
created a composite UV spectrum out of HST spectra of
101 QSOs with redshift between 0.33 and ∼1.5 (i.e. with-
out large effects from the intervening Lyα forest absorp-
tion). One of the most interesting features of the com-
posite spectrum is that the slope in the extreme UV re-
gion is significantly steeper than was thought in the past.
More recently, Kriss (2000) generated a composite with
248 QSO spectra observed with HST; the result is in good
agreement with Z97. As first noted by Laor et al. (1997)
the fraction of ionizing photons is about a factor of four
lower than in models adopted previously (when normal-
ized to the near-UV/optical light). Since the equivalent
width of the emission lines in Z97 is not very different
from previous measurements, this implies that the cover-
ing factor must be higher by a factor of about four than
estimated in the past. More specifically, by simply using
the Lyα flux in the composite spectrum of Z97 as a ion-
izing photon counter, along with the number of ionizing
photons actually derived from the same spectrum, a cov-
ering factor of 27% is inferred.
By using more complex models of the BLR the inferred
covering factor does not change significantly. For instance,
by using the LOC model by Korista et al. (1998), adapted
to the spectral shape observed by Z97, and by simply com-
paring the expected EW of Lyα and HeII 1640A˚ with the
values measured by Z97, we obtain a covering factor of
about 30%.
Several authors have proposed that the ionizing radia-
tion is not emitted isotropically by the accretion disk and
that the edge-on lines of sight see a harder continuum (eg.
Netzer 1987, Sun & Malkan 1989, Laor & Netzer 1997). If,
as proposed by Netzer (1987) and by Korista et al. (1997)
and as discussed more in detail below, the disk is preferen-
tially observed pole-on by us, while the BLR is flattened
on the plane of the disk, then the anisotropic emission
implies an even higher covering factor.
A larger covering factor is also obtained if the com-
posite spectrum of Z97 is included in the calculations of
Binette et al. (1993).
Summarizing, we will assume 30% as a lower limit to
the covering factor of the BLR.
3. The missing Ly-edge
If the BLR clouds had a spherically symmetric distribu-
tion around the ionizing source then, given the relatively
large covering factor of the BLR, we would expect that
the line of sight towards the UV ionizing source intercepts
a cloud in more than 30% of the cases, hence we would ex-
pect a sharp Lyman absorption edge in more than 30% of
the QSOs or, equivalently, the composite spectrum should
show a sharp Lyman absorption edge deeper than 30% of
the continuum red-ward of the Ly-edge. This remains true
even in the case that the ionizing UV source has dimen-
sions comparable or larger than the clouds.
Figure 1. Composite QSO spectrum derived by Z97, di-
vided by the power-law fitting the continuum in the vicin-
ity of the Ly-edge (and normalized by the continuum at
the Ly-edge). The shaded region gives the error on the
mean. The solid broken line gives the expected depth of
the Ly-edge by assuming a covering factor of 30% (which
is the lower limit on the derived in sect.2). The hatched
region gives the uncertainty due to the velocity spread of
the BLR clouds.
Fig. 1 shows the composite QSO spectrum of Z97 (both
radio-quiet and radio-loud QSOs) around the Ly-edge di-
vided by the power-law which has been fitted to the spec-
trum in the same region and normalized at the Ly-edge.
The shaded region indicates the error on the mean. The
composite spectrum does not show any indication for the
sharp absorption edge expected by absorbing gas in the
BLR along our line of sight. The lower straight line in
Fig. 1 shows the upper limit on the continuum level blue-
ward of the Ly-edge expected from the covering factor of
the BLR, which is clearly inconsistent with the composite
QSO spectrum.
We can even state that, to our knowledge, no single
QSO has shown evidence for the presence of a Ly absorp-
tion edge ascribed to intrinsic absorption from BLR clouds
along the line of sight (Antonucci et al. 1989, Koratkar
& Blaes 1999). Some sharp Ly-edge absorption in a few
QSOs was totally ascribed to external systems at lower
redshift.
This is not the first time that the problem of the miss-
ing Ly-edge is highlighted (eg. Antonucci et al. 1989). Yet,
the larger covering factor of the BLR inferred by the re-
cent data makes this issue even more serious.
One might argue that if the absorbing clouds are mov-
ing along our line of sight (outflowing and/or inflowing)
then the resulting Ly-edge in the composite spectrum
would be broadened and therefore more difficult to de-
tect. However, given the velocity dispersion in the BLR,
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the broadening of the Ly-edge would be at most as high
as the width of the emission lines and, therefore, an ab-
sorption edge as deep as 30% of the continuum should be
detectable. The hatched vertical region in Fig. 1 shows
the width of of the Ly-edge which would be produced by
a velocity dispersion of 5000 km/s.
The emission of a Ly continuum, expected at some
level by BLR models (Korista & Goad 2001, Davidson
1976), could partly fill up the Ly edge absorption.
However, such a Ly continuum emission has never been
observed in any object, not even in those showing a
Balmer continuum. Also, while the photoelectric absorp-
tion should extend at least to the soft X-rays (NH(BLR)≈
1022 − 1023cm−2), the Ly continuum emission would
rapidly decrease blue-ward of the Ly-edge and at 700A˚
would be less than 10% of the value at the Ly-edge. On
the contrary, the Z97 spectrum does not show any indica-
tion of absorption down to 300A˚.
Binette et al. (1993, and references therein) proposed
that the observed UV-optical continuum consists mostly
of scattered/reprocessed radiation while the intrinsic spec-
trum is obscured along our line of sight in most AGNs
(even in type 1). This would explain the lack of Ly-edge
absorption. However, the intrinsic spectrum should be ob-
servable in the hard X-rays with a prominent photoelectric
cut-off, while most of the optically selected QSOs (which
roughly match the sample used by Z97) observed in the
X-rays do not show any absorption cutoff, with only a few
exceptions (Reeves & Turner 2000, Maiolino et al. 2001b).
Dust within the BLR clouds would possibly explain
the lack of the Ly-edge absorption, since it would absorb
the UV continuum also red-ward of the Ly-edge. However,
the BLR is located inside the sublimation radius of dust
and even the shielding the ionizing radiation due to the
gas is probably unable to allow the survival of grains in
the dark side of the clouds.
4. The paradox and the need for obscured QSOs
The paradoxical result of this analysis is that although the
BLR clouds cover a large fraction of the sky to the nuclear
source, whenever we observe a QSO our line of sight never
intercepts these clouds.
The origin of this paradox is probably related to the
assumption that the BLR has a spherically symmetric dis-
tribution around the ionizing source. If the BLR clouds
are mostly distributed in a flattened geometry and the
observer’s lines of sight are mostly pole-on, then the BLR
emission is observed, but no Ly-edge in absorption is de-
tected. Then the edge-on lines of sight, which should inter-
cept the ionized clouds and show the Ly-edge absorption,
are never observed because of the dusty gas on the plane
of the BLR, but outside the sublimation radius, and which
is responsible for absorbing and reddening the QSOs ob-
served “edge-on”, therefore preventing their detection in
color-selected surveys.
Within the framework of the unified model the outer
dusty gas would be identified with the “obscuring torus”
and the QSOs observed edge-on would be identified as
type 2, obscured QSOs. The fact that no QSO with Ly
absorption edge has ever been observed implies that not
only the dusty torus must be coplanar with the flattened
broad line region, but also that the covering factor of the
torus must be larger than the covering factor of the broad
line region. Within this scenario a lower limit to the frac-
tion of obscured QSOs is given by the covering factor of
the BLR. As a consequence, obscured (type 2) QSOs must
at least be as numerous as half of the unobscured popula-
tion of QSOs.
A flattened distribution for the BLR was proposed by
various authors in the past, both based on theoretical and
on observational arguments (Netzer 1987, Collin-Souffrin
& Dumont 1990, Wills & Brotherton 1995, Wanders et al.
1995, Goad & Wanders 1996). We note that the scenario
of a flattened BLR coplanar with the obscuring torus is
consistent with the finding that the hard X-ray spectra
of some Seyfert 2 galaxies show evidence for a double
absorber (see review in Maiolino 2001a). While the (to-
tal) absorber with lower NH is ascribed to the obscuring
torus, the absorber with higher NH (typically a few times
1023cm−2) has a partial covering (generally >30%) and it
is ascribed to BLR clouds along the line of sight.
5. Enough obscured QSOs?
The problem of the shortage of obscured QSOs is not new
and has been widely discussed in the past. However, with
the exception of the requirement of X-ray absorbed QSOs
to account for the X-ray number counts by Gilli et al.
(2001), there were no other observational or theoretical
constraints which required the existence of large popula-
tion of (optically) obscured QSOs. In this paper we link
the problem of the missing Ly-edge with the issue of the
shortage of obscured QSOs and constrain the minimum
fraction of obscured QSOs. In this section we compare
this lower limit with the fraction of obscured QSO known
so far.
The lower limit on the fraction of type 2 QSOs derived
in the former section (QSO2/QSO1 > 0.5) is already quite
high when compared with the handful of (candidate) type
2 QSOs discovered so far. While in the case of radio loud
AGNs the fraction of narrow line radio galaxies is enough
to account for the Ly-edge paradox (NLRG/RLQSO∼1,
Singal 1993), for what concerns radio-quiet AGNs, as men-
tioned in the introduction, there are only a few bona fide
type 2 QSOs discovered so far.
It should be noted that the samples of QSOs used to
study their extreme UV spectrum are generally biased
in favor of UV bright objects and, therefore, heavily bi-
ased against the so-called red QSOs, which were discussed
in the Introduction. If the properties of most red QSOs
are ascribed to dust extinction, then they could be the
population of QSOs observed edge-on which should show
Ly-edge in absorption due to BLR clouds, i.e. the pop-
ulation of ”obscured” QSOs. Is the number of red QSO
large enough to account for the missing Ly-edge? The frac-
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tion of red QSOs in soft X-ray selected and radio selected
samples is below 20% of the whole broad line QSO pop-
ulation (Kim & Elvis 1999 and references therein), i.e.
lower than the minimum fraction of obscured QSOs in-
ferred from the BLR covering factor (>30%). However, re-
cently Risaliti et al. (2001) have found indications, among
grism-selected QSOs, for a larger fraction of red, absorbed
objects (∼50%).
Hard X-rays are probably the most suited for the
search of obscured QSOs. The identification of the op-
tical counterparts of the recent deep and medium-deep
Chandra surveys has revealed some powerful (type 1)
QSOs and several narrow line AGNs with luminosities
in the Seyfert range (Barger et al. 2001, Giacconi et al.
2001, Fiore et al. 2000, Hornschemeier et al. 2001, Tozzi
et al. 2001, Mushotzky et al. 2001, Brandt et al. 2000,
2001, Crawford et al. 2001). Some obscured AGNs with
2–10 keV luminosity of a few times 1044 erg/s have been
referred to as “obscured QSOs”, but we consider these ob-
jects just as bright Seyfert 2s. For comparison, NGC6240,
whose de-absorbed 2–10 keV luminosity is ∼ 2×1044 erg/s
(assuming H0 = 70, Vignati et al. 1999), has an in-
frared total luminosity1 of only 7 × 1011L⊙ (H0 = 70)
which is only a factor of two higher than the total IR
luminosity of the local Seyfert 2 archetype NGC1068.
Actually, to our knowledge the Chandra surveys have so
far identified only two type 2 QSOs with luminosities of
L2−10keV ≈ 10
45 erg s−1 (Norman et al. 2001, Crawford
et al. 2001). Possibly, most of the QSO2s have still to be
identified among the fainter counterparts of the Chandra
sources, but this seems unlikely since several Sy2s have al-
ready been identified (even at high redshift). Yet, it should
be noted that several of the (type 1) QSOs identified in
the Chandra surveys have a continuum which is redder
than color selected QSOs, therefore suggesting that these
Chandra QSOs are affected by some dust reddening. Some
indication of gas obscuration is also inferred from their
X-ray spectral slope which, for some of them, is slightly
harder than in classical QSOs. The fraction of these mildly
obscured QSOs (either red or with harder X-ray spectra)
is certainly enough to account for the Ly-edge paradox.
The limited sky coverage of the current Chandra sur-
veys is not optimal for a statistical analysis of the proper-
ties of QSOs since their density in the sky is very low. The
hard X-ray surveys obtained by ASCA and BeppoSAX
(Akiyama et al. 2000, Fiore et al. 1999, Fiore et al. 2001)
are certainly shallower, but cover a much larger area of
the sky. However, even in these surveys, despite the large
fraction of (type 1) QSOs identified, no clear cases for type
2 QSOs were found. Yet, a significant fraction of mildly
obscured QSOs was found: red QSOs or (type 1) QSOs
with indication of X-ray absorption.
Summarizing, although only two QSO2s have been
identified in the hard X-ray surveys so far, a fraction of
(mildly) obscured QSOs has been identified which would
1 Lir = L(8 − 1000µm) (∼ Lbol) as defined in Sanders and
Mirabel (1996).
be consistent with the lower limit on the obscured-to-
unobscured ratio inferred by the Ly-edge paradox.
Another possibility is that most of the type 2 QSOs
are Compton thick and, therefore, have been missed even
by the hard X-ray surveys because they are too dim in
the 2–10 keV band. However, this scenario seems unlikely
at least for the most recent surveys, given that one of the
type 2 QSOs discovered in the Chandra fields is actually
a Compton thick object at high redshift (Norman et al.
2001), therefore highlighting the capability of Chandra to
detect even Compton thick type 2 QSOs. Alternatively,
these Compton thick type 2 QSOs have already been de-
tected, but misidentified as Seyfert 2s (or simply Narrow
Line AGNs with Lhard−X < 10
44erg s−1). Indeed, in
the Compton thick case the intrinsic hard X-ray lumi-
nosity would probably be 2–3 orders of magnitude higher
than inferred by the (reflection-dominated) observed flux.
However, the ratio between the far-IR and the X-ray cos-
mic background constrains most of the absorbed AGNs
not to be “reflection dominated”. More specifically it can
be shown that a fraction of Compton thick, reflection-
dominated AGNs contributing more than ∼10% of the 2-
10 keV background would over-produce the COBE back-
ground at ∼ 140µm (see also Risaliti et al. in prep).
6. Conclusions
The UV spectra of QSOs indicate that the covering factor
of the clouds of the Broad Line Region must be larger than
∼30%. This covering factor would imply that more than
30% of the lines of sight should intersect a BLR cloud and
show a sharp Ly-edge in absorption. This intrinsic absorp-
tion edge has never been observed in single QSOs spectra
nor in a composite spectrum of 100–200 QSOs. This para-
doxical result is in keeping with previous suggestions that
the BLR is not distributed isotropically around the nu-
clear source but flattened; within this scenario the lines
of sight passing through the BLR clouds are not observed
in the UV because of dusty gas associated with the outer
parts of the BLR which obscures the whole nuclear region.
The QSOs observed along the latter lines of sight would be
classified as red QSOs or, if the absorption is large enough,
as type 2 QSOs. Within this scenario the covering factor
of the BLR provides a lower limit to the fraction of ob-
scured QSOs and, more specifically, QSO2/QSO1 > 0.5.
This lower limit is already much higher than the fraction
observationally obtained so far.
A significant population of QSO2s might still have to
be identified in current hard X-ray surveys. Alternatively,
a possibility is that “pure” type 2 QSOs are really sparse
and the population of obscured QSOs inferred from the
Ly-edge paradox is accounted for by the mildly obscured
QSOs (the red QSOs and those type 1 QSOs with some
X-ray absorption) found in hard X-ray surveys. A minor
fraction of type 2 QSOs might be Compton thick; these
have either been lost even by hard X-ray surveys, or have
been misclassified as Seyfert 2s.
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If mildly obscured QSOs found in the hard X-ray sur-
veys (which have NH < 10
22
−1023 cm−2) account for the
obscured QSOs requested by the missing Ly-edge, when
compared with the NH distribution of Sy2s (most of which
have NH > 10
23 cm−2, Risaliti et al. 1999), this implies
that the average NH decreases with the luminosity. This
finding is supported by similar results on the radio-loud
QSOs (Singal 1993, Lawrence 1991, Woltjer 2001).
Finally, our results would imply that most of the hard
X-ray background is produced by heavily obscured Seyfert
2s (as the ongoing Chandra identification campaigns seem
to confirm) and that mildly obscured QSOs only account
for the 2–10 keV number counts at intermediate fluxes
(∼ 10−13erg s−1 cm−2, Gilli et al. 2001).
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